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Abstract 

This memo is an analysis of laser rangefinder measurements of reference 
target locations on the Green Bank Telescope, when the telescope moves. 

Analysis, reduction and adjustment of range measurements to gener¬ 
ate target locations is more complex when the telescope moves than when 
it is stationary. Simultaneous trilateration to a moving target by several 
rangefinders, is not possible. The problem of target location becomes that 
of acquiring ranges to distinct points along the trajectory of the target's 
reference point (made at different times, by several rangers) and adjusting 
the measured ranges to give the coordinates of the target point's trajectory 
versus time. This problem is not soluble without additional information! 

Velocity and acceleration of the target point are, however, determined 
to fair accuracy by the commanded telescope pointing schedule together a 
model of the telescope geometry and a finite element model of the tipping 
structure, when significant vibration is absent. The additional velocity and 
acceleration information allows extrapolation of target range data acquired 
by different rangefinders at different times, to a common time and allows 
trilateration to be performed to compute target coordinates at that time. 

The accuracy of target trajectory determination depends on the scan 
scenario used. Scan programs are defined and analyzed. Methods of range 
interpolation are presented. Range rate corrections to measured range dis¬ 
tance are given. 
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1. Introduction 

Rangefinder metrology is used to characterize the Green Bank Telescope's geom¬ 
etry during operation of this instrument. It is an aid to accurate determination of 
main reflector surface shape and telescope pointing. When measuring a telescope 
which is "stationary" and not driven in elevation or azimuth, rangefinder target 
point positions can be determined by trilaterating ranges from several rangefinders 
at fixed known locations. Residual target vibrational motions (excited for exam¬ 
ple by wind gusts) may be averaged by choosing appropriate integration times for 
range scans. Target location is essentially straightforward. 

The problem becomes complicated when one ranges on the telescope while it 
sidereally tracks an astronomical object, performs a raster scan, or beam switches. 
In the latter case it is intended that laser metrology is used only for differential 
range measurements. But for sidereal tracking or raster scans, rangefinder co¬ 
ordinate trajectory measurement can be of considerable benefit. This memo 
examines issues relating to rangefinder metrology, both static and dynamic. It 
classifies the types of measurements to be made; defines the nature of the mea¬ 
surement process for each type of measurement; discusses range reduction and 
range extrapolation procedures used to compute target trajectories; discusses the 



trilateration computations; provides computational methods procedures for range 
trajectory interpolation and extrapolation, computation^ procedures and finally, 
presents a discussion of additional problems likely to be encountered in the pres¬ 
ence of vibrations and how they might be overcome. 

The detailed program schedules for scanning multiple target by multiple rangefind¬ 
ers is compUcated, and must be worked out in detail. Some of these details are: 
the interval between successive scans, target illumination interval for each scan, 
mutual visibihty of illuminating rangefinder and target retroreflector, sequence 
and timing of target, calibration, and refractometer scans for each rangefinder. 
The relative motion between rangefinder and target during the finite range ac¬ 
quisition time affects the determination of target range and trajectory and must 
be appropriately accounted for in the coordinate determination procedure. Cor¬ 
rections differ for the cases of scans from ground based lasers and from feed arm 
lasers, and the two situations are treated separately. 

Before one can use a set of measured range distances to a target to generate a 
target trajectory, one must first find this set of distances! A single range distance 
acquisition involves tracking the phase of the returned illumination signal over a 
finite time interval, while the target moves relative to the source (Fig. 1), and 
converting the time series of phases to a single measured distance at a specified 
"time of measurement." The computation to generate this distance and specify 
the time of measurement is not quite the same as the computation to generate 
distance to a stationary target. The stationary target distance determination is 
described in [Pay-1]. In this memo we discuss the determination of dynamical 
distance and time of measurement in the section "Reduction Of Range Measure¬ 
ments." We also give explicit range correction equations to provide corrections of 
measured range. 

The method of using sets of dynamical range distances to generate computed 
target reference point trajectories is discussed in the section "Adjustment Of 
Range Measurements." 



2. Types Of Measurements To Be Made 

The nature of the dynamic target range measurement process and coordinate tra¬ 
jectory determination depends upon the site of the measuring rangefinder, the 
site of the target to be measured, and the type of target. Depending on the par¬ 
ticular rangefinder and target, their relative motion may be large or small, and 
the prism constant correction for a cube prism target may vary or remain con¬ 
stant depending on whether the illumination incidence angle changes significantly 
during a trajectory scan. We distinguish the following cases. 

Case 1. 

Target Type: Glass ball (B). (Retrosphere). 

Target Location: Rim of main 
reflector. 

(ZPG). 

Elevation structure. (ZEG). 

Rangefinder: Ground. (ZY01 - ZY12). 

Relative motion of 
target and rangefinder. 

Large. 



Case 2. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Retrosphere). 

Target Location: Rim of main reflector. (ZPG). 

Rangefinder: Feed aim. (ZY13 - ZY18). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Small: due to differential 
deformation and vibration. 

Case 3. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Surface). 

Target Location: On main reflector surface. (ZPG). 

Rangefinder: Feed arm. (ZY13 - ZY18). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Small: due to differential 
deformation and vibration. 



Case 4. 

Target Type: Glass ball (B). (Alidade). 

Target Location: On alidade structure. (ZAG). 

Rangefinder: Ground. (ZY01 - ZY12). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Large. 

Case 5. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Alidade). 

Target Location: On alidade structure. (ZAG). 

Rangefinder: Ground. (ZY01 - ZY12). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Large. 



Case 6. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Rangefinder scan mirror). 

Target Location: On feed arm 
rangefinder. 

(ZRG). 

Rangefinder: Feed arm. (ZY13-ZY18). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Very small. 

Case 7. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Ground benchmark). 

Target Location: On ground monument. (ZBG). 

Rangefinder: Feed arm. (ZY13 - ZY18). 

Relative motion of target 
and rangefinder. 

Large. Has motion, deformation, 
vibration components. 



CaseS. 

Target Type: Glass cube (G). (Subreflector). 

Target Location: On subreflector. (ZSG). 

Rangefinder: Feed arm. (ZY13 - ZY18). 



2.1. Ranging To The Main Reflector Rim 

Six retroreflector triplet assembhes will be sited at the rim of the main reflec¬ 
tor surface at the start of GBT telescope operation. Four more assemblies will be 
added subsequently. A triplet assembly consists of three reflectors, two upward- 
looking 2" cube comer prisms and one down-looking cat's-eye ball retroreflector. 
The optical fiducial reference points of the three retroreflectors lie accurately on 
a line. The ball reflector's center point is accurately mid-way between the fidu¬ 
cial points of the two cube prisms. The cube prism entry faces are mounted to 
point towards the centroid of the scan-mirror reference points of the 6 feed arm 
rangefinders. The spacing between cube prism fiducial points is accurately set 
and known. One can determine distance between a feed arm rangefinder and the 
ball retroreflector center point (which is its fiducial reference point) by ranging to 
the two cube prisms and then computing the median of the ranging triangle. The 
ball retroreflector center location can be determinated by ranging and trilatera¬ 
tion from ground rangefinders. In this way one can provide survey ties between 
the ground rangefinder scan point control network and the feed arm laser scan 
points. 

Scans in cases 1 and 2 are used to find trajectories of feed arm rangefinder scan 
reference points and rim ball retroreflector centers, while the telescope tracks side- 
really. A time delay occurs between the scan measurements and the availability 
of computed trajectories. Computed trajectories are unavailable until several sec¬ 
onds after completion of the rangefinder scan sequence. If predicted trajectories 
of rangefinder reference points are available for the scheduled tracking, based on 
model calculations, the differences between the measured and predicted trajecto¬ 
ries can be used to improve the model, and thereby improve the aiming codes for 
the feed arm rangefinders. The objective of the range measurements is to measure 
trajectories of the feed arm laser reference points during sidereal tracking. The 
measurement results are used to improve feed arm rangefinder aiming. 

Each up-looking rim target prism will have an available fine of sight from 
each feed arm rangefinder at all times. The distance between any rim prism and 
feed arm rangefinder will be independent of azimuth, and will have an expected 
total variation below 30 cm over the whole range of telescope elevation. (Figure 2). 

Each down-looking rim ball retroreflector will be visible to any ground rangefinder 
for only a limited range of telescope elevations and azimuths.    The allowable 
(elevationx azimuth)-space for each {ground rangefinder, rim ball} pair must be 
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pre-calculated using a visibifity model for the ranging. Each ground rangefinder 
can range to a rim ball only while the ball is visible. 

It may turn out to be practical to use measured trajectories of rim ball centers 
to provide predictive estimates of telescope pointing. 

2.2. Ranging To The Main Reflector Surface 

The rangefinder and target scans for case 3 are used to find the shape of the 
main reflector surface. Each feed arm rangefinder scans its own fixed subset of the 
main reflector's target retroreflectors. Targets in this subset are always visible. 
Targets not in this subset are never visible. Ranges from feed arm rangefinders 
to main surface targets are nearly independent of tipping structure azimuth and 
vary slowly with elevation. These ranges are expected to vary by less than 30 cm, 
over all elevations. Angle-of-incidence range corrections for laser beam incidence 
angle to the target prism face are effectively constant. 

These ranges should be well-predicted by the Finite Element Model of the 
telescope tipping structure when the set of surface actuator settings is given. 

When the telescope is stationary, with elevation and azimuth of the tipping 
structure held fixed, the entire set of a 2200 surface targets can be scanned and 
trilaterated. Ranges can be reduced and the trilaterations adjusted to generate a 
set of target locations. A best data-fit paraboloid is fitted to the adjusted posi- 
tions (including the distribution of target reference point distance residuals from 
this paraboloid) to provide a best fit of focal length, position, and pointing of this 
fitted main surface shape, all within 3 to 5 minutes. 

The surface can also be checked dynamically, during sidereal tracking tele¬ 
scope observations, by following in time (using repeated scans) the trajectories of 
a selected subset of c=:100 surface targets. The trajectories are followed relative to 
the main reflector coordinate frame. The trajectory tracking measurements can 
provide confirmation of the surface shape during telescope tracking operation and 
indicate excess surface deformations, if present. Time interpolation of measured 
range between scans is needed, to allow range trilateration, adjustment and coor- 
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dinate determination. 

Visibihty of a feed arm laser from a surface retroreflector is found by the follow¬ 
ing method; computations are carried out in the main reflector coordinate frame. 
One first selects a cube comer target prism on the parent paraboloid surface, and 
then finds whether the line of sight from that target to each feed arm rangefinder 
lies within the prism's cone of visibility with respect to a unit normal vector to the 
prism's front (ray entry) face. One computes the direction cosines (with respect 
to the coordinate axes) of the unit surface normal vector (skyward) to the parent 
paraboloid, at the location of the target prism. One next rotates this unit vector 
by the offset angle of the prism's casting and calculates the direction cosines of 
the (skyward) unit normal to the prism's front face. Finally, one calculates the 
unit direction vector from the prism towards each rangefinder. The cosine of the 
angle which this direction vector makes with the unit normal to the prism front 
face is just the dot product of these unit vectors. The direction ray from prism to 
rangefinder lies within the prism's cone of visibihty if the cosine just computed is 
greater than the cosine of the half-angle of the cone of visibihty, that is the angle 
of the ray from target to rangefinder from the prism face normal is less than the 
visibihty cone's half-angle. 

The return response of a glass cube comer prism drops off sharply with in¬ 
creasing angle of incidence [Riie-l], The return drops sharply between twenty 
and thirty degrees incidence angle. The effective half cone angle at the target 
for visibihty of the rangefinder is approximately 25 degrees. Some return may be 
expected up to 40 degrees. 
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2.3. Ground Ranging To The Elevation Structure 

During ranging from ground rangefinders to targets on the elevation structure 
(Figure 3) large scale relative motion occurs between rangefinder and target. Vis¬ 
ibility changes. If the target is a cube comer reflector, the incidence angle of 
target illumination also changes. 

Algorithms used for time extrapolation of range distances and for trilateration 
computations of target trajectories must be examined carefully to insure that their 
error bounds are acceptably small. 

2.4. Ground Ranging To The Alidade Structure 

Distance measurements from ground rangefinders to alidade structure targets, 
cases 4 and 5, are made to obtain information about large scale motions of the 
alidade structure and the orientation and position of the elevation axis of the tele¬ 
scope. Stationary measurements are made to determine alidade position and ori¬ 
entation versus azimuth to determine alidade track contributions to pointing error. 
A program of stationary measurements is to be carried out to study thermal and 
wind-loading effects on the alidade structure. Stationary range measurements to 
ball retroreflectors sited beneath the elevation bearings will be made, to estimate 
elevation axle tilt, orientation and position versus azimuth and tipping-structure- 
elevation, to provide estimates of corrections to be made for pointing and focus 
tracking. Dynamic measurements to the alidade structure are expected to be rare. 
To schedule, analyze and evaluate such dynamic measurements presents the same 
problems as for range measurements to rim ball targets, and is done in the same 
manner. 

2.5. Distance Measurements Between Rangefinders 

A special measurement situation occurs when ranging from a rangefinder to a 
second, target, rangefinder. Distance from the scan-mirror reference point of the 
illuminating rangefinder to the scan point of the illuminated rangefinder is to be 
measured.   A direct measurement between scan points is not possible.   Instead, 
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one measures from the scan point of the source rangefinder to the fiducial reference 
point of a cube comer retroreflector joined to the back of the target rangefinder's 
scan mirror; the targeted rangefinder's scan mirror is flipped, to expose its retrore¬ 
flector and is aimed to face the source rangefinder (anti-autocollimation position). 
Range is measured between the scan point of the illuminating rangefinder and the 
fiducial reference point of the exposed cube prism on the targeted rangefinder. 
That measured range is then corrected to account for the vector displacement of 
the target retroreflector's reference point from its own scan-mirror reference point. 

The scan program for such a measurement must include special instructions 
to flip and aim the scan mirror of the target rangefinder so that its attached cube 
reflector faces the source laser (near zero angle incidence). It must also allot time 
for a handshake between the ZY-computers of thetwo rangefinders and the ZIY 
metrology system computer. This hand shake is an exchange of signals to notify 
of readiness for scan and an acknowledgement of permission to scan. The range 
reduction computation must include the special correction above, to account for 
displacement of the target retroreflector's fiducial reference point from its own 
scan-mirror's reference point. 

The range correction geometry is shown in Fig. 5. By manufacture, the en¬ 
try face of the retroreflecting cube comer prism on the bade of the scan mirror 
is accurately parallel to the rangefinder's scan-mirror surface plane. Let (H)j be 
the distance between the entry face plane of the prism and the plane of the scan 
mirror. (This is easily measured using gauge blocks). Let (D)j be the depth of the 
target prism, andn be the group index of the prism glass divided by that of air at 
780 fim wavelength. Then if Rtme is the range between the scan mirror reference 
points of the source and target rangefinders and Rmeas is the measured range 
between the illuminating rangefinder's scan point and the prism target reference 
point, 

(2.5.1) Rtrue   =   Rmeas   +   (H)j   —     • 
n 

If the prism entry face is not perpendicular to the fine between scan reference 
point centers, but is tilted by an angle /*„, so that the laser radiation is incident 
at angle /»„ to the normal to the prism entry face (Fig. 6), the range Rtrue may 
be found from the law of cosines, 
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(2.5.2)   RL«s = Rl*e+ (Wy - ^)2-2-iW- ((fl)i - ^) -co.^ . 

In equation (2.5.2) it is assumed that the measured range Rmeas has itself 
already been corrected for the non-zero incidence angle Ijn, using the static inci¬ 
dence angle correction given by equation (A4.1) of GBT Memo 154 [Gol-2]. 

In general one sets the target rangefinder's scan mirror within minutes of arc 
to face the source rangefinder, so the correction (2.5.1) is sufficient. Only in the 
rare case that one must simultaneously scan a target rangefinder by two source 
rangefinders will (2.5.2) be used. 

An important case of rangefinder-to-rangefinder measurement occurs when the 
main reflector surface shape is to be determined. A local control network of feed 
arm rangefinder scan reference point positions is needed, to determine surface 
target positions by trilateration. This network of control points is estabhshed by 
scans between feed arm rangefinders, before trilaterating. 

2.6. Other Distance Measurements From Feed Arm Rangefinders 

Dynamical measurements from feed arm rangefinders to targets on the subre¬ 
flector structure present additional compfication. To aim the rangefinders, the 
a-priori schedule of tracking motion of the subreflector (Stewart platform drive) 
dining the observing run should be made available to the feed arm ZY-computer 
aiming chents. Finite element estimates of upper feed arm bending corrections 
to rangefinder aiming should also ber supplied. The latter corrections may be 
small, because the distances from feed arm rangefinders to the subreflector are of 
order 20 meters, and the feedarm is relatively rigid locally over this distance scale. 

For closed servo loop observing (Phase III), additional comphcations arise. 
Considerations of ambiguity, multiple solutions, subreflector servo drive instabil¬ 
ity, and other potential problems will have to be identified and analysed in detail, 
before one dares to attempt focus tracking using rangefinders within a closed servo 
loop. Separate range adjustment codes are required. 

These issues are of too great a complexity to be approached in this memo and 
are left for separate, future analysis. 
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3. The Measurement Process 

3.1. Description Of The Scanning Procedure 

Parameters related to the procedures for range distance measurement are in¬ 
cluded in Table I. The computational modules named in capital letters are to 
be resident in the ZY and ZIY metrology system computers, and are still under 
development. Their functionality and inter-relationships are outlined in the GBT 
Laser Ranging System Metrology Interface Configuration Diagram, GBT Draw¬ 
ing No. D35420K014 [Gol-3] 

Dynamical scanning is done as follows. One starts with a telescope observing 
run schedule. A server from the "Pointing Model" of the telescope delivers a sched¬ 
ule of commanded telescope elevation angle and azimuth angle settings versus 
time, and their first and second time derivatives to a client "RANGEFINDER AT¬ 
TITUDE COMPUTATIONAL PROCESSOR" resident in the host ZY-computer 
of each rangefinder. That processor computes local rangefinder drive encoder 
count settings used to aim the rangefinder. Algorithms used for rangefinder aim¬ 
ing, including telescope structure gravity deformation corrections from the Finite 
Element Model of the tipping structure, are outlined in GBT Memo 165 [Gol-1]. 

To initiate any range scan program, the program must be requested and sched¬ 
uled. The name of the requested range scan program and its start clock time are 
entered as a request to a "SCHEDULER FOR RETROREFLECTOR SCANS." 
The program request can be made by keyboard entry to a telescope control room 
computer keyboard, aided by a graphic user monitor interface: "TELESCOPE 
OPERATOR INITIATED SCHEDULING REQUESTS." This interface will pass 
the program request to the GBT metrology system ZIY-computer. That com¬ 
puter will coordinate the implementation of the scan program with the ZY* com¬ 
puters at the individual rangefinders, which will do most of the actual pre-scan 
computation, scan trigger generation, scan drive motor control, range acquisition, 
and range data pre-processing. The reduction of electronic phase data to generate 
ranges will be performed in each ZYt-computer, which will store the unadjusted 
range information (for the scans of that ZYf rangefinder) as output range data vec¬ 
tors internally in an "UNADJUSTED MEASURED RANGES DATA BUFFER / 
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ZY*." The output range data vectors will also be passed from each ZY-computer 
to the ZIY-computer, which will store the entire set of unadjusted ranges in a 
data buffer. "UNADJUSTED MEASURED RANGES DATA BUFFER / ZIY." 
Range adjustments will be generated in the ZIY-computer by resident "RANGE 
ADJUSTMENT CODES" and stored in the "ADJUSTED RANGE AND FIDU¬ 
CIAL POINT COORDINATE DATA OUTPUT FILE BUFFER." If a request 
has been previously been entered as a telescope operator initated scheduling re¬ 
quest or as an active surface module initiated scheduling request, the adjusted 
range and coordinate data will be copied to a named data log archive file. 

When requesting initiation of a range scan program, one can request data- 
archiving of the scan program measurement results to one or more data log 
archive files by using a sub-interface of the telescope operator initiated scheduling 
requests: "TELESCOPE OPERATOR INITIATED REQUEST SCHEDULER 
FOR DATA ARCHIVE." 

As part of the telescope's operation, scheduled elevation and azimuth angles 
versus time will be delivered by the telescope's commanded track server to a 
client "LINE OF SIGHT VISIBILITY COMPUTATION PROCESSOR" resident 
in each ZYt-computer. This processor is a pre-scan filter. It decides whether a 
scheduled scan should actually be made from that rangefinder to any particu¬ 
lar target (of a type pre-scheduled before the observing run), governed by their 
mutual visibility at the telescope azimuth and elevation during the scan. The pro¬ 
cessor modifies the scan list to carry out only scans which can possibly succeed, 
and computes aiming coordinates only for acceptable scans. Subsequently, the 
start and stop and event trigger times times for each allowed scan are computed, 
either in this processor or another. 
The ZYj-host computer generates a double loop of scans (Figure 4): 

1. It updates the fist of visible targets, ranger scan drive coordinates, 
and scan start, stop and event trigger times for the next scan sequence. 

2. It commands a scan of the ranger's local cafibration reference 
range retroreflector, to obtain the calibration range correction 
parameters, used for this scan loop. 

3. If this ranger is to scan a refractometer target as part of the scan loop, 
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it generates trigger signals to scan the refractometer target. 

4. It sequentially scans each of the listed targets in the scan loop 
(first run through the inner loop). 

5. It repeats the scan of fisted targets (runs through the inner loop until a 
pre-specified number of inner loop cycles is run). 

6. It repeats the double loop starting at 1. until a stop command is given. 

A server is resident in each ZYj-computer to set externally generated scan 
options, the "SCHEDULER FOR RETROREFLECTOR SCANS." The client 
sources commanding these scans are varied. For example one might follow a 
sequence of surface scans by a sequence of subreflector scans or might wish to in¬ 
terleave surface and ground benchmark target scans. The scan parameters for the 
varied scan sequence scenarios for the individual rangefinders are to be resident 
in the rangefinder's ZYj-computer scheduler for retroreflector scans. Requests by 
external cfients: the active surface module, focus tracking module, or telescope- 
operator- initiated requests, will be routed through the ZIY metrology system 
computer These external clients are the ultimate sources of scan requests for the 
rangefinders. 

The inner and outer loop scan cycles described in Fig. 4 are characterized by 
the inner and outer loop cycle repetition times Atcyt and Atcy. One may want to 
perform a rapid repetitive sequence of measurements to certain targets to generate 
those targets' trajectories, while measurements to other targets may be needed less 
frequently. The double loop scan procedure may be more convenient to implement 
than to use a just a single loop with repeated scan commands to individualtargets. 

The scheduler for scans in each ZY-computer also generates event triggers 
to control individual scans (Fig. 8). If the time between successive scans of 
a rangefinder is h (= Atcyt), the mid-scan time of the next scan is t, and the 
scan integration time interval is Atj, the scheduler provides triggers to initi¬ 
ate the following events:  stop laser illumination for the previous scan, at time 

t— h H -; command and control the rangefinder motor drive during a time in- 

terval Aimd allotted to aim and drive the ranger's scan-mirror to its next scan 
position; confirm scan readiness by the ZY-computer and get a consent-to-scan 
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reply from ZIY during an allotted "handshake" time interval Aths", start laser 
r • A**      mi       • 

illumination lor the next scan, at time t —. The inter-scan time intervals are 

subject to the constraint:    Ati -f At^i + Aths < h. 

We next discuss methods to reduce scan measurement data, to generate range 
distance versus time. The variables appearing in the range reduction computa¬ 
tions are listed in Appendix F. 
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3.2. Range Measurement Reduction 

A range measurement is a determination of distance between two points in space, 
at a given time. For our purposes, these are the rangefinder scan fiducial reference 
point and the target fiducial reference point. The points are each embedded in a 
real physical body. The scan reference point sits in the surface of the rangefinder's 
scanning mirror, at the intersection of the rangefinder drive axes (contrived to in¬ 
tersect at a point on the mirror surface). The retroreflector fiducial point is fixed 
either inside a cube comer prism or at the center of a glass ball [Peck-1, Gol-1, 
Riie-l]. 

The theory of rangefinder operation, and method of determining range when 
both rangefinder platform and target are stationary is discussed by Payne, Parker 
and Bradley [Pay-1] and by Hashemi, Hurst and Oliver [Has-1]. We extend these 
treatments to the case when the two points are in motion with respect to one 
another. 

By "range measurement reduction" we refer to the process of converting a 
time-averaged electromagnetic phase delay, obtained for a measurement involving 
a scan reference point Si of rangefinder ZYi and a retroreflector target fiducial 
point Tj, to a pair of real numbers: dy , Uj - The first number is the "measured 
distance between Si and Tj" The second number is the "time at which the dis¬ 
tance is measured." We also refer to this pair as d(Si, Tj] t). 

In reality, the measurement process takes a finite time to complete, the "scan 
measurement time" or integration time, Aij. The process of measurement occurs 
over a time interval starting at time Uj — Ati/2 and ending at time Uj 4- AU/2. 
The procedure for converting phase to distance is discussed in [Pay-1] for static 
measurements. When the telescope moves, both the target and rangefinder fidu¬ 
cial points may move. 

In order to aim the rangefinder from Si to Tj at time Uj — Ati/2 one must com¬ 
pute the coordinates of the range pair points at some time in the interval tij—AU/2 
to Uj + Ati/2 . To do this one uses the available commanded track state vector 
values of commanded azimuth and commanded elevation of the telescope, and 
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their time derivatives, together with current tabulated data base values of geo¬ 
metric elevation frame coordinates to calculate a-priori estimated coordinates of 
the range pair points using the Finite Element Model for the telescope. One also 
calculates an a-priori estimated range distance dy(AZcom(tiJ), ELcomfcj))- This 
estimated distance is used, with a correction term (to be discussed) to provide 

the modular range distance A/ij • I —-— J in integral multiples of the modulation 

half-wavelength. 

Conversion of measured phase information to produce (1(3^ Tj', t) requires in¬ 
dependently obtained a-priori knowledge of the relative motion of Si and Tj. 
Propagation phase delay information is acquired during the whole of the scan 
measurement time. Fortunately, we will usually have a measurement situation 
where relative motion varies smoothly, accelerations are small, and relative radial 
velocities and accelerations are known to moderate accuracy in advance. Be¬ 
cause these special conditions exist, it then becomes possible to obtain a value 
for d(Si,Tj; Uj) and to interpolate it for short time increments to get a value for 
d(Si,Tj', t) when t is near Uj . 

During open loop sidereal tracking while beam switching and wind gust in¬ 
duced oscillations are absent, target rangefinder scan point velocities and acceler¬ 
ations are determined sufficiently accurately by the telescope azimuth and eleva¬ 
tion angle drive schedules and their first and second time derivatives. Commanded 
azimuth and elevation encoder angles and their time derivatives determine the ve¬ 
locity and acceleration vectors of feed arm laser scan points and tipping structure 
and surface retroreflector target fiducial points via the geometric telescope model 
plus Finite Element Model deformations. Given these commanded angle sched¬ 
ules, one uses the time derivatives of known coordinate transformation matrix 
functions of elevation and azimuth to obtain derivatives of range with time and 
then correct the computed range. It will be demonstrated, in Appendix A, that 
target-rangefinder Doppler corrections are sufficiently small to be ignored. Rel¬ 
ative acceleration between scan rangefinder and retroreflector target during the 
range measurement time AU produces a range increment, however, which must 
be included in the range reduction. 

During open loop dynamical scanning of surface or rim targets by feed arm 
lasers, relative motion corrections are due to differential motions caused by feed 
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arm bending. This is estimated by quasi-static calculations. One computes feed 
arm bending deformations as determined statically by the Finite Element Model 
and using elevation angle rate of change as determined by the elevation encoder 
drive schedule. These computations are performed in the rangefinder attitude 
computational processor resident in each ZY-host computer. 

During open loop dynamical scanning of subreflector targets by feed arm lasers, 
relative motions are due to differential motion caused by feed arm bending to¬ 
gether with differential subreflector motions due to scheduled rotation and trans¬ 
lation of the subreflector (generated by driving its Stewart platform actuators). 
These additional scheduled subreflector motions should be included in the dy¬ 
namic relative velocity and acceleration range corrections. 

The detailed computations for driven motion corrections are not included in 
this memo. 

3.3. Range Measurement Adjustment 

By "adjustment of a set of range measurements" we refer to the process of using a 
set of measured ranges made at arbitrary times (by some subset of the rangefind¬ 
ers) to a particular retroreflector target, to provide an estimated trajectory of 
the target, together with error estimates and error bounds for the computation. 
That is, one calculates coordinates of a target reflector's fiducial reference point 
as functions of time. The coordinates may be either in the ground frame or the 
geometric elevation frame of reference. Often, the trajectory motion is smaller in 
the elevation frame and it is advantageous to convert coordinates to this frame 
and then perform the adjustments in this frame. 

When the rangefinder platforms and reflector target do not move, one merely 
trilaterates an overdetermined set of range distance data. This is an ordinary least 
squares survey adjustment, done by setting up and solving the normal equations 
for the set of measured distances. The solution produces a set of best-estimate 
coordinates, together with a standard error for each coordinate. In this situation 
the target trajectory is a fixed point. 

For example, input data for this trilateration could be the ground frame X, Y, Z 
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coordinates of the ground rangefinder scan points and their a-priori standard er¬ 
rors as determined by a control survey, and the set of reduced range distances 
to an observed retroreflector target's fiducial point. This data can be reduced by 
commercially available codes (e.g. STAR NET). The adjustment codes generate 
adjusted range distances, together with the adjustment standard errors, and also 
adjusted ground frame coordinates of the target's fiducial point, together with the 
standard error of each coordinate. 

A closely related situation occurs when the rangefinder platforms are station¬ 
ary and the telescope is not being driven by its azimuth and elevation motors, 
but the target vibrates due to wind gusts. One can still use trilateration in 
this situation, if one is careful in one's choice of measurement procedure. The 
rangefinders can alternate scans with long integration times with scans of short 
integration time. Long integration time scan observations give the mean target 
range by averaging. Short integration time scans provide sufficient data to follow 
and record the oscillating components of target motion, giving frequencies, am¬ 
plitudes and phases of its oscillation modes. One trilaterates the mean ranges to 
obtain the mean target coordinates. The projections of the oscillating target mo¬ 
tions along the directions of the individual scan point to mean-target directions 
are then available and one can then use the short integration time range data 
to solve for the oscillatory motions. It is conceivable that in certain particular 
cases one might also acquire additional data from accelerometers on the telescope. 

When targets or rangefinder platforms move, the problem is more complex. 
One cannot range on a moving target with four or more lasers simultaneously. 
Generally, during ranging on a moving target, the scanning rangefinders acquire 
their data at different times. A rangefinder will scan each target repetitively. 
Each range scan requires a finite time, AU, to acquire range distance data; this 
data must be processed to subsequently provide a good value of range distance 
to the moving target at some time during the scan. Similar considerations arise 
when rangefinder platforms move, and range to moving targets on the telescope or 
to fixed benchmark reflectors on the ground. The problem of adjusting the mea¬ 
surement data is insoluble, because the trajectories of the target and laser scan 
points are not, in fact, determined by the measurements! One needs additional 
information about rangefinder and target motions to define their trajectories. 

The velocity and acceleration trajectories of a target retroreflector are gen- 
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erated by programmed drive motions, by quasi-equilibrium deformation of the 
telescope structures, and by wind or dynamically excited vibrations. The first 
two of these, the major contributors to target motion, can be predicted from 
the available programmed azimuth and elevation drive schedule for observing, 
using the geometric model of the telescope and the finite element model of the 
telescope structure. The schedule for commanded pointing provides advance in¬ 
formation giving the commanded azimuth and elevation angles and their first two 
time derivatives. This information is available for improvement of rangefinder 
aiming, prior to scan. 

Vibrational motion is significant primarily for targets on the feed arm and 
subreflector. Vibration contributions could, in principle, be obtained from ac¬ 
celeration measurements made by multi-axis accelerometers on the feed arm and 
subreflector. They would not be known a-priori but would be available later for 
post-processing of the range measurement data. 

Subreflector motions have an additional cause, the driven commanded track 
motions of the Stewart platform actuators. Subreflector retroreflector target ve¬ 
locities and accelerations can be computed a-priori given the commanded track 
schedule for the subreflector actuators and the pointing schedule. For open loop 
drive of the subreflector such correction is relatively straightforward. If the sub¬ 
reflector is intended to be used in closed loop operation, with position pickup 
from the laser rangefinders, the design of such a feedback control will be complex, 
and must be done carefully to avoid feedback instability. The considerations for 
closed loop subreflector control are beyond the scope of this note, and are not 
approached here. 
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Appendix A. Dynamical Range Distance Correction. 

Here we compute the return signal from a linearly moving non-rotating prism 
retroreflector to a stationary source. In this appendix we use the following conven¬ 
tion: the index i refers to an illuminating rangefinder; the index j refers to a target 
retroreflector prism; in the special case that the target retroreflector is a prism at¬ 
tached to the scan mirror of a rangefinder we use the index i' to refer to this prism. 

We make the following assumptions: 

1. The signal source is stationary. The target moves on a line. The distance 
between source and target is a smooth function of time, possessing derivatives of 
all orders. 

2. The source is assumed to continuously generate a modulation signal: 

(A.l) es{t) = cos^^ • t) 

c 
travelhng at speed — where c is the speed of fight in vacuum and 77 is the group 

index of refraction in air at 780 fim wavelength. 

3. Target prism, T(j) , is non-rotating and is oriented with, its entrance face 
perpendicular to the fine of motion. The prism depth is (D)j. The group re¬ 
fractive index of the prism glass is assumed to be rigUlss. Define the ratio of the 

group indexes, glass to air, as n —   glas* . We define the distance dT of the target 

fiducial point Tj from the prism entry face, the prism correction constant (Pc)ij 
and the one-way propagation delay time in glass Tg respectively by 

(A.2)   dT = ^;    (Pc)i = -(D)i-(«-h;    T9 = W*-**- , 
n n c 

For BK7-glass, rjgiass — 1-527643 at 780 fim. To sufficient accuracy for our pur¬ 
poses, we use n = 1.527077 to make the prism correction. (For our short prism 
depth, we use a nominal value rj = 1.000253 to compute the prism correction but 
use values corresponding to current meteorological measurements to correct prop¬ 
agation range). For a sample of 162 main reflector surface cube comer prisms, the 
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mean depth D was 0.742" . (For this mean value of prism depth, Pc = -0.6472") . 

4. The signal received at the rangefinder, at time t, is a non-attenuated replica of 
the signal emitted at time t — Tp(t). Here Tp(t) is the round-trip propagation delay 
of the signal returning to the rangefinder at time t; the delay Tp(t) will have to 
be computed from knowledge of the target velocity and acceleration during some 
time interval prior to t. Explicitly, we assume that 

(A.3)        eR{t) =   es(t - rp(t)) =   cos^mod • (t - Tp(t))). 

5. We assume that the received signal will be compared to the source signal 

during the time interval from t0 —^ to t0 + —- . During this integration time, 

AU seconds long, we assume that the actual distance d(t) of the target from the 
source is described by a finite Taylor's series expansion with remainder term, cen¬ 
tered at the middle of this time interval: 

1 0\2 (A.4)    d(t)   = do + (<*),. • (t -10) + (^)(d)f ■ (t - t0) 

The derivatives of distance with time are obtained from other sources of informa¬ 
tion about the relative radial motion between source and target, and are assumed 
to be available a-priori. Calling 

(A.5)       v0 = jtmh ,   o,0 = ^(d{t))fi,   fc. = ^{d(t))fi , 

we can write (A.5) in the form 

(A.6)  d{t) = d„ + «. ■ (t - f) + (|) • (t - tff + (|) • (t - ty 

+    higher order terms. 

The propagation delay term is computed as follows. The signal modulation prop- 

agates at the group speed — in air. The round-trip propagation delay interval is 

exactly twice the one-way propagation delay. The propagation delay is the sum 
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of the delays in air and in glass. We then get 

(A.7) rP(t)  = 2(3) • {d(t - JU-) - dr} + 2 • r9 . 
C L 

This is the basic functional equation used to compute the dynamical propaga¬ 
tion delay. We use it, together with a-priori information available on the target 
motion to find the propagation delay TP{€) in terms of the range distance and its 
derivatives at the middle of the integration interval. Subsequently, we can com¬ 
pute dynamical corrections to the measured range due to the target motion. 

To compute Tp(t) we define the one-way propagation distance corresponding 
to the signal received at time t. Let 

V = (-)' (-^r1) >   whlch g^68    —TT = —   and (A.8) 

(A.9) -    - 2 

Using (A.5) and (A.6), functional equation (A.7) takes the form 

c )     ! 

Expanding the terms in parentheses gives 

W< yy- (A.10)   y = dQ-Pc + v0{t-t«-^) + ^{t-t°-^)* + ^(t-t<>-'-^)* + 
c        2 co c 

(A.11.1)       y = d0 + \Pc\+v0.(t-l?) + ^-(t-ty + !^.(t-t?)3+ ■ 

-(f) vo + aoit - i0) + ^(t - t0)2 

c T + T^-10) +(?)* 6 
+•• 

This gives 

d„ + \pc\+v0.(t-i?) + ^ ■ (t-ty + '£ ■ (t-i?)3 + ■ 
(A.11.2)   y = - 2 6  

c 
«to + iio-(t-^) + Y-(t-iP)a + o [(f)2] [y ao + "-] 
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Under operating conditions of the telescope and rangefinder system we have 
the following limits on the operating parameters: 

(A.12)    do < 200 meter,     |vo| < 0.5 meter/sec,     |ao| < 0.1 meter/sec2. 

During a scan measurement, the term (t — t0) is no larger than Ai£/2, half the 
individual scan integration time interval. Dynamic scan integration intervals are 
typically 1/16 second or less. For such short intervals, contributions of jerk and 
higher order terms are small. Under these conditions, terms in the denominator 
of equation (A.12) reduce to unity without introducing error more than a few 
microns. To sufficient accuracy (for our purposes), we can use 

(A.13)        y = do + IP,!, + v0 ■ (t - t") + | • (t - ty . 

2771/ 
From the definition Tp(t) =  and (A.3) we get 

(A.14)     eR{t)  = cosuw jt - (^) [do + \Pc\j + vo(t - t0) + ^(t - *0)2] }. 

It is convenient to normalize distance to units of a modulation half-wavelength, 

(A.15) —  =   @*Ll        (= 0.099930819 meter). 
2 2 • cjmod 

The received signal is then 

(A.16)   eR{t) = cos < Wmod • t - (27r). ri 
do+\Pc\j + vQ*(t-tQ) + ^.(t-t«)' 

(Am/2) 

We have not yet separated out the propagation delay due to common mode 
propagation path. The total propagation path includes not only the 2-way path 
from rangefinder mirror scan point Si to retroreflector target reference point Tj, 
but also includes the sum of two 1-way paths: from the laser junction to the scan 
point, and from the scan point to the photodetector focus. We call the mean of 
these two 1-way paths (£rcmm)i • 

Let us split the range distance into two parts: 
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(A.17)     d(t)=dy(*)+ (£«-»)<,    do = d(t = t?) = d°j + (Lcmm)i. 

Here, c^- is the actual geometric distance from the rangefinder scan reference 
point to the target reference point at time tP, and does not include (Lcmm)t > the 
common mode optical path divided by 17. 

We now express distance in terms of a normalized optical path 

/41B,   _     v ■ (4 +1^1,- + (^m)i) 
(A. 18)     Sij = —.      .         and parameters 

\\rn/^) 

(A.19)       /^^      ,      ^e^^. 
^m ^m 

The received signal is 

(A.20)     eR{t) = cos {a;mod -1 - (2K) [S^ + fv-(t- t0) + ha.(t- t0)2}} . 

Signal eR{t) is modular in S^ with period 1, and in optical path with period (—). 

We partition the 1-way optical propagation path length into four path lengths, 
and scale path length in units of the modulation half-wavelength. The first length 
is 

(A.21)        A/^m = Int {^TrH - The second is 

/A 01 -tx /n \     — I fa ' (Lcmm)i   —  Ncmm ' (Kn/ty) (A.21.1) (Vc^ji - ^ (A^/2) j , 

where 0 < (Dcmm)i < 1 . 

The scaled length residual (Dcmm)i is a property of the rangefinder, and is almost 
independent of atmospheric refraction, because Lcmm is short. It can be mea¬ 
sured in the laboratory for each rangefinder and used as a cahbration parameter 
for that rangefinder. We assume that this parameter is available in the rangefinder 
correction parameter data base. (An approximate value is sufficient for our needs). 
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The third length isA/^ • (-^), the largest integer multiple of — within the 
approximate optical propagation path length: from Oi to Tj plus the residual 
modular length of the rangefinder cahbration path.. (The approximate optical 
path length from Si to Tj is the tabulated approximate distance between these 
points plus the amplitude of the prism correction constant of the target prism, 
multiplied by the group index 7] of air). 

The fourth length is a residual of that path, .D? • (—). 

That is, there exists a unique positive integer, A/y , and a residue, Z)"- 
(0 < D% < 1), such that: 

(A.22)       n ■ (4 + |PC|) + (£„_)< • (^)   = Mi • (^) + D?j ■ (^) ,    with 

(A22.1)   Afr = Int {" '( *iiA^$+ ' Pe b] + (D^)]    -o that 

(A.22.2) d?, = (i) |(A^ +1% - (A^M • (^)\ - IPel, - 

where 0 < D^ , (Dcmm)i < 1 and A/ij j A/^mm are positive integers. 

The nominal distance dij(AZ,EL) is obtained by looking up the geometric el¬ 
evation frame coordinates of Si and Tj from the telescope geometry data base, 
correcting them for telescope elevation EL using the Finite Element Model of the 
tipping structure, and then computing the distance between the gravity-shifted 
positions of the two points. 

The measured range path is then 

(A.23)    Sy • (^S) = V ■ (4 + IP,!,. + (l^JM = (±) ■ (AU, + Mv + D?.) . 

The optical path residual £)?• is an unknown, to be found by the rangefinder 
scan, to complete the measurement of range. In terms of the optical path residu¬ 
als, the received range signal can be written as 
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(A.24)    eR(t) = cos {u^ • t - (27r) • [0% + /«•(«-10) + ha-(t- t0)2]} . 

This signal is down-converted by mixing with a local oscillator signal 

(A.25)    eLo(t) = cos [(a;mod -1- a;//?) • t]    to an intermediate frequency signal 

(A.26)  ER(t) = cos(2K) - { fIF -1 + [E% + fv<(t- t0) + ha.(t-1
0)2]}. 

= cos (27r) • { //F • t + 27r - <f>ij(t)}     (0 < ^(t) < 27r). 

The mean phase shift of the down-converted received signal relative to the 
intermediate frequency oscillator signal cosfau? • t), averaged over the integration 
time interval is: 

/ 27r \    ft0+Ati/2 (VTT \      rt + Ati/2 r n - n 

Ai:)7,.A,/2N
+/.-(*-*0) + (^)-(*-^ 

This gives, independent of the range Doppler rate fv, 

dt 

(A.28) (AS)^ = 2K - (2K) Do +1_   ri-ao^AU)2 

"     24        (Am/2) 

If one interprets the mean phase delay over the integration time interval as being 
due to an effective measured normahzed optical path length, this is the path at 
mid-interval plus an acceleration-generated path term, the last term in (A.28): one 

then subtracts a contribution ——-— from the measured range to obtain the 

range at mid-interval time £?•. 

Actually, rangefinder phase processing is done by a digital sampling proce¬ 
dure, described in [Pay-1]. A detailed analysis of that signal-processing proce- 
dure, applied to the signal ER(t), is needed to confirm the use of (A.28) as a 
range estimator. This is done in appendix H. A small additional correction term: 
Dcorr is available to account for range rate effects. One replaces D®- in (A.28) by 
D^j-Dcorr where 

(A.29)     Dcarr = (^) • (£-) - sm(AK. £$) + VS. (A)* . (i _ cos(47r. jyt»)) 
47r       jIF jIF 

This term is always negligible, except for the case of rapid tracking scans used 
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during telescope mapping measurements. In appendices G and H we show that 
the acceleration term is aways small enough to be neglected. 

The angle of illumination incidence was previously assumed to be zero. In all 
range measurements, the incidence angle is nearly constant during illumination, 
and one can correct for non-normal incidence by using the static incidence angle 
correction given by equation (A4.1) of GBT Memo 154 [Gol-2]. 

If the normal to the entry face of the target prism is at angle of incidence /in to 
the incoming laser beam, there is an incremental range correction: 

(A.30)    AR(Iin) = J£> (n ~ y/n2 - sin2^)) - (-) (1 - cos^)) j 

to be added to the measured range. This differential correction vanishes when /»„ = 
0. The correction has a negative value when Jin > 0. The instrument phase shift, 
including the case of oblique incidence, is then: 

(A.31)    (A^- = 27r - (27r) D?j -Dcorr^- (j^—). (AR(Iin)) 

A caution! There is a possibiUty of occasional cycle jump in measurement. 
The path phase residual (the right side of (A.31)) will be the measured electronic 
phase residual only if the (positive) term in brackets is less than 1. If that is not 
true, electronic phase will jump by +27r. (Larger jumps are not possible, given 
the known limits on size of the last two bracketed terms). The last term in brack¬ 
ets is almost always much smaller than the distance residual £)?•, and typically 
is smaller than 0.1 mm. Its presence will rarely force the bracket term in (A.31) 
to exceed 1. When that rare event does occur, the measured electronic phase will 
be too large by 27r.  Most generally, we have: 

(A.31.1)       (A?)tf = ((Af),,-)^ - (2*) - ly 

where I# = 0 or 1, but is almost always 0. 

To eliminate common mode path, the rangefinder measures range along a com¬ 
parison path. That path runs from the laser diode to the rangefinder scan point 
to a calibration reference prism, back to the scan point and then to the photode¬ 
tector surface. The one-way normalized optical length of this internal calibration 
reference path within the rangefinder is: 
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(A.17.1)   Sa= J^-J^ . 

Here (£))» is the depth of the calibration reference prism reflector on rangefinder 
ZYi. The length (^spc)t is the normal distance from the mirror scan point of 
rangefinder ZYi to the entry face of the reference prism; this distance is measured 
with gauge blocks in the laboratory and is included in the rangefinder's data base. 

The modular phase shift of the down-converted signal for the calibration path 
is then: 

n i   ^ ' (Lspc)i       Vglass ' (D)i (A.31.1)    (A*), = 2n -(2*)    _    (W2)    .     (W2) 

Again, care is needed. If the above term in brackets exceeds 1, the measured 
electronic phase will be greater than the path phase on the right side of (A31.1) 
by 27r, and cycle slip occurs. This possible phase jump in the reference calibration 
path will either never occur, or will always occur. Its occurrence is a property of 
the rangefinder geometry. Its presence is determined by measuring a sequence of 
closely spaced known external range paths in the laboratory.  We can write: 

(A.31.2) (A^)* =    ((A$)«)electr   ~ ^ ' ^      ^^   ^ ==  0 ^ 1 ' 

and is determined by laboratory measurements.  Here, 

n ,   7? • (£apc)i   ,   Vglass ' (^)i (A.31.3)        I^-Int^^,    (Am/2)    ,     (W2) 

To remove the common mode path, subtract equation (A.31.1) from (A.31): 

(A.32)     (\m/2)-D?j   =   (^2) 7(51k_J51k + (Dcmm)i + D\ 

+ty • (Lspji 4- TJglass ' (D)i - V' AR(Iin) • 

Range residual /)?• is found by first computing the right side of (A.32) assuming 
that Dcorr = 0, then computing Dcorr by means of (A.29) using the value just 
found for Z)?- and, finally, recomputing /)?- using (A.32) but now including the 
newly-computed value of Dcorr. 
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The distance <& between the scan point of ZYi and the reference point of 
target Tj, at time t , is found by substituting the right side of (A.32) into 

(A.22.2) 4 = (i) • UMJ + />?, - (lU-W • (^f)} - \Pc\j • 

Our final result is: 

(A.33)      dPij=    | ^ +  (^^^-Jelectr^l^^^^electr    + ^ _ ;.. + ^ 

- \Pe\.   - AR(Iin) + (L^Ji + n - (D)i . 

We note that (I}cmm)t does not appear explicitly in the final range equation. 

In the result above ly is 0 or 1, but is almost always 0. It cannot be proved to 
be zero, without additional information. When electronic phase measurement is 
modular, there is loss of information. If a sum of individual residual lengths (each 
less than \mod/2) adds up greater than Xmod/2 (in our case 10cm), the modular 
sum is the physical sum of the lengths decreased by the integer number of half 
modulation wavelengths contained in that sum. (For commercial rangefinders, 
ambiguity caused by modular counting is resolved by use of multiple frequencies). 
For the GBT metrology system, contributions due to incidence angle and accel¬ 
eration correction terms are small. The common mode path residue is eliminated 
as a contributor to the residual length sum by the stratagem of: measuring it a- 
priori in the laboratory, then including its measured value as a contributor to the 
modular range, it subsequently cancels out when the calibration reference path 
phase (to which it contributes) is subtracted from the range path phase. For the 
calibration reference path one obtains the correct electronic phase, as discussed 
above. But for the range path, it is not usually possible guarantee a-priori that 
no phase jump will occur. 

[One may however resolve this ambiguity by use of multiple ranges. In trilat¬ 
eration adjustments of measured distance of a target from four rangefinders, one 
trilaterates ranges which are reduced assuming that ly is zero. The trilateration 
converges if this is, in fact, the case.   If convergence fails, one can replace the 
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target by a sequence of "pseudotargets", where a pseudotarget's distance to each 
rangefinder is computed using ly = 0 or 1 arbitrarily in the range reduction (sub¬ 
ject to the condition that Iy=l for at least one of the reduced ranges) in seven 
combinations. Exactly one trilateration can converge. The procedure is clumsy, 
but can be used when all else fails. Another procedure, is to flag and compensate 
sudden range jumps in a multiple scan range trajectory determination, if the mag¬ 
nitude of the jumps is near 10 an and one is otherwise confident that the range 
is known correctly to 5 cm.] 

If the retroreflector target Tj is a glass comer prism we use 

(A.34)       Iftl, = +D ■ (n - 1) . 

If the target Tj is a ball retroreflector we use 

(A.34.1)        |PC| = n'(R1 + R2)-Ri,    and   A#(/£n) = 0 , 

where Ri is the inner ball radius and RQ is the outer ball radius. 

Using design values for the ball retroreflectors: Ri = 1.969", R2 = 3.799", 
group refractive index %zas* = 1.527463 (for BK7 glass) and r) = 1.00025324 for 
air at 20oC temperature, 933 mb pressure, 50% relative humidity; the length cor¬ 
rection constant for the design ball reflector is Pc = —173.715 mm = —6.8392". 
|PC| = 4-173.715 mm. The target reference point for the ball reflector is the com¬ 
mon center point of the two ball surfaces. 

Equation (A.32) computes range distance between the scan mirror reference 
point Si of an illuminating rangefinder and the fiducial reference point Tj of an illu¬ 
minated retroreflector target. When one measures distance between scan-mirror 
reference points, Si and S?, of two rangefinders (A.32) obviously can not be 
used. (Si' is not a fiducial reference point of a retroreflector target). However one 
can compute distance between two scan-mirror points using a modified calcula¬ 
tion. (When calculating such distance in the ZYi-computer, one provides a flag to 
signal the special case of measurement between rangefinder scan mirror reference 
points). This will always be a static measurement, or one in which range rate 
corrections are unnecessary.  The modified calculation follows. 
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The actual distance measurement is between Si and the fiducial point T? of the 
prism retroreflector of the targeted rangefinder in anti-autocollimation. The dis¬ 
tance between scan points, | S» S»/ | , is related to the measured distance | S* T? | 
by equation (2.5.1). We have, 

(A.35)       |S'iri»| = |Sr
iSi»|-(£0i' + 

(DsrrJi* 
n 

Let us call c^s., (AZ, EL) the current tabulated available distance between the 
mirror scan reference points. In place of the normahzed modular range integer 
Afij in equations (A.21) and (A.32) we use a modified normalized modular range 
integer: 

(A.36)    A/W = Int < 
V' dat8lf(AZtEL) - (H)e + ^^ + |Pc|.. n + (Dcmmh 

(Am/2) 

Note that the prism depth above is that of the targeted retroreflector prism, 
on the target rangefinder's scan-mirror, and not the reference path prism of the 
illuminating rangefinder. Here, we denote the depth of the targeted scan-mirror 
prism as (.Dam),', that of the reference path prism of the target rangefinder by 
(D)i', and that of the reference path prism of the illuminating rangefinder by 
(D)i . In the measurement, illumination is normal to the targeted prism, and 
there is no incidence angle correction. 

After measuring the distance | SjT,' | one adds back   (H)? to give the 

measured distance between scan-mirror reference points: 
n 

(A.37)    | £ Si. | =    A4.+ ((^"U-((**>«') 
27r 

A^+fe-^J.^) 

+ (H), - 
(Dan.)* 

n 
- |PC|.,  + (L^ + n-pJi 
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Appendix B.  Time Interpolation And Extrapolation Of Ranges. 

We start with a set of 1 + ("Vax)*/-  measured range distances, 

(B.l)        dij(t = Ujip,m)) = dij^jip) + m • h)      ( m = 0, ..., (mmax)fi ) 

from rangefinder ZYi to retroreflector target Tj. The measurement time for this 
set of ranges spans the time interval 

(B.2)       t%(p) - ^   < t    <   t%(p) + h. («_)„ + ^ . 

We wish to generate a range, dij(t), from the measured range data, for arbi¬ 
trary values of t, together with an estimate of the maximum error, erest-dij(t). 
When t lies inside the measurement time interval we interpolate, when t lies out¬ 
side that interval we extrapolate. 

Given a smooth analytic function and a uniformly spaced set of tabulated val¬ 
ues of the given function, there are several ways to interpolate the the function 
using finite-difference methods. One can do forward or backward Newtonian in¬ 
terpolation, starting from the first tabulated value and using forward differences 
or starting from the last tabulated value and using backward differences. One 
can also interpolate from a tabulated value near the center of the list of tabu¬ 
lated values and use central differences ( Bessel interpolation). These methods 
are described in [Hil-l] and [ESA-1] and error bounds are given for error due to 
truncation of the interpolating series. We give an example of a Bessel interpola¬ 
tion in Appendix D. 

Telescope retroreflector motion is smooth in this sense, and consists of the 
driven motion together with vibratory motion. But the rangefinder measurements 
have stochastic noise due to short-time refractivity fluctuations and electronic 
phase noise. One then faces the question: should one perform range interpolation 
)or extrapolation) using tabulated sets of measured ranges or should one perform 
digital smoothing or filtering on the measured range data set before interpolating. 

That is, the measured range set is obtained in an environment of: telescope 
motion, vibration, wind gust loading and atmospheric refraction and electronic 
phase noise. Under such conditions one might wish not merely to perform math- 
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ematical extrapolation or interpolation, but also to do digital filtering of the data 
set or use a predictive statistical estimator approach, for example Kalman fil¬ 
tering. A large literature exists on these methods [IEEE-1]. Commercial and 
non-commercial software is available. 

One may wish to use time-extrapolations of ranges in two different ways. In 
the Phase III of telescope operations, it might be desirable to do short term 
extrapolation of dynamical range trajectories, to provide predictive pointing cor¬ 
rection estimates for the immediate future (expected current trajectory future 
values minus commanded values) to generate elevation and azimuth angle dy¬ 
namical pointing corrections for monitor and control of the telescope. One might 
also wish to do a-postiori fitting of target range trajectories, to generate optimal 
measured values of pointing angles, for data archives of the telescope observing 
run. 

It may happen, for some scan scenarios, that the scan measurements to a 
target retroreflector can not be made at uniformly spaced time intervals. Under 
those conditions finite-difference interpolation methods are inappropriate. In such 
cases, one uses other algorithmic methods. 

Source code routines for Neville type algorithms, useful for computing tabu¬ 
lar data extrapolations, are given in [Pre-l], in C-language. From arrays of data 
t^.fO, 1,..., (rrimax)^] and d9-[0,1,..., (m^^ij) and given a value t the extrapo¬ 
lation routine returns a value dij(t) and an error estimate erest-jdij^). 

The routines given in [Pre-l] are available for both polynomial and rational 
function approximations. The extrapolation polynomial or rational function is 
not generated explicitly in the computation; only the extrapolated range and er¬ 
ror estimate are returned. The routines are given in Appendix E. 

We note that before using these routines the measured ranges are corrected 
for cycle slip phase jumps. 
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Appendix C. Extrapolated THlaterations. 

To start, we assume that we are given sets of range distances 

(C.l )    dij(t = tij(p,m)) = dij(t%(p) +m-h)      ( m = 0, ..., (nwfo ) 

measured from rangefinder ZYi to retroreflector target Tj. 

Here h is the inner scan loop cycle time (Fig. 4), h = At^t , and 

(C.2) t?.(p) = <0
+p.AtC!, + tg) 

where i0 is a scan scenario reference start time, p is the number of complete 
outer scan loop cycles completed, and t™ is the mid-scan offset delay time of scan 
ra = 0 of range pair SiTj from the start of the previous outer scan loop. 

The first inner scan loop measurement is made at mid-scan time tj(0). An ad¬ 
ditional measurement is made every h seconds, until (1 + (mmax)tj) measurements 
have been completed. Here, h = 7i • r, where r = 1 millisecond and Ti is an in¬ 
teger. The times t for our common clock timing signal are an integer number of 
milliseconds. The interval h between successive scans of our rangefinder-target 
pair is, then, an integer multiple of 1 millisecond. For all scan times and all range 
pairs, the difference of any two of these times is an integer multiple of one millisec¬ 
ond. The clock timing signals are provided to the metrology system computers in 
IRIG timing format. 

That is, scan measurements and interpolations are synchronized with the ticks 
of a master timer which beats on the second and at 1-miUisecond intervals with 
respect to some time scale. We assume that the range pair SiTj makes a sequence 

of (1 + (fUmaxJij) scans, which start at mid-scan time ^-(p)  and repeat ev- 

ery h seconds. Each scan requires an integration time AU- The range distance 
mid-scan measurement times are: 

(C.3 ) ^(p,m) = t%(jp) + m • h       (m = 0, ..., (m^y). 
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The master timer for the rangefinder metrology system provides a precise 1- 
kHz intermediate frequency, so that individual scan integration times are precise 
integer multiples of one intermediate frequency period. (In fact, the 1 kHz signal 
is obtained by division of a 64 kHz signal used for 6-bit time sampling of the 
rangefinder return signal). 

To refer the scan times of the several observing rangefinders to a common 
reference time we have already assumed that 

(C.2) ^.(pHf + p-A^ + tg1, 

and the scan program involving multiple rangefinders and targets is referred to a 
common initial time, t0, for all of the range pairs, and first inner loop scan time 
offset t™ for the pair SiTj. We also assume now that the times t0 and t™ are 
integer numbers of milliseconds. 

We want to extrapolate or interpolate available sets of measured range dis¬ 
tances, to generate a range distance dij(t — t0 + A) for each rangefinder-target 
pair, referred to the common time t = t0 + A. 

For ground-based scanning rangefinders, scan point locations are fixed and 
known. For each range pair one can extrapolate the time series of ranges dij(p, m).measured 
at mid-scan times 

(C.4)     tij(p,m) = t0 4-p • Atcy + t%-{-m-h 

to the extrapolated range dij(t0, A) referenced to time t = iP + A. One then 
uses the extrapolated ranges together with known ground frame coordinates of 
the observing rangefinders and the survey standard errors as input data for an 
extrapolated coordinate determination, referred to the time tP + A. One can re¬ 
peat this procedure, choosing different values for A to obtain other extrapolated 
locations on the trajectory. Subsequently one may trilaterate ranges, measured 
by several rangefinders to a conunon target and extrapolated to the common time 
t0 4- A, to estimate target coordinates at the time tQ + A. In performing the 
trilateration estimate one uses as input data survey coordinates and coordinate 
standard errors of the ground rangefinders together with the set of extrapolated 
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trajectory ranges and the extrapolation error bounds eTex.tjdij(t0+A) as standard 
errors of the extrapolated range measurements. 

For each range measurement program involving dynamic range measurement 
followed by extrapolated trilateration and trajectory estimation or prediction, de¬ 
tailed computer code modules will have to be developed for control of the the 
rangefinder measurements and processing of data. 

There is an important systems consideration which requires investigation. This 
is the question of error handling associated with range adjustment and coordinate 
determination. In the case that the range adjustment procedure fails to converge, 
for any reason, an error flag must be generated and an error-handling-command 
signal must be sent to each potential recipient of the adjustment data. The 
nature of the error handling commands will depend upon which of the range scan 
programs is in progress. 
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Appendix D.  Bessel Interpolation. 

Let s be a real variable and let 

(D.l)    t = tP + s-h. 

A finite-difference degree-4 Bessel polynomial interpolation using five uni¬ 
formly spaced tabulated values of a function f(t), is given in [ESA-1]. Using 
the definition of the central difference operator: 

h h 
(D.2) 6 f(t0 + mh) = f(t0 + mh + -) - f(t0 + mh + -) , 

Bessel's interpolation formula is, in the notation of Table I : 

(D.3)    f(t) = f(t0) + s • S1/2 + B2(6
2 + S2) + ,63^2 + BA(6i + 6}) + . •. , where 

(D.4)    B2 = 3.(8-1).fy , 

(D.5)    Bs = s.(s-l).(s-\).(~) , 

(D.6)    B4 = (8 + 1).s.(s-l).(8-2)-^ .and 

(D.7)    61/2 = h - fo = f(t0 + h)- f(iP - h) , 

(D.8)    $2 = /1-2./0 + /-1,     ,*? = /2-2./1+/0, 

(D.9)    ^ + «J = f(t0 + 2h)-f(t0 + h)-f(l°) + f(t0-h), 

(D.10)    <J1/2 = /1 - /o = /(*0 + /i) - A*0) - 

(D.ll)   6^ = 61-6* = f(1? + 2h)-3.f(t0 + h)+3.f(t0)-f(t0-h). 

(D.12)   ^ + ^ = /(*0 + 2/l')-4-/(t0 + /l)+6*/(t0)-4-/(t0-/l) + /(t0-2^)- 

A full series expansion in s appears in [Hil-1], with a truncation error bound. 
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Appendix E. Polynomial And Rational Function Extrapolation. 

Here we present polynomial and diagonal rational function approximations to 
compute extrapolated or interpolated range. 

Arrays of measured range data are given: 

tij[l], ... , ti][N]     and    dij[l], ... , di}[N]      and a time    t . 

The data value dij[m] is a measured range from rangefinder i to target j at 
mid-scan time tij[m], where m is an integer (0<m< N). The time t is a value of 
time to which the measured range data is extrapolated or interpolated, to generate 
a corresponding (extrapolated or interpolated) range value: dist . The measure¬ 
ment times, tij[m], do not have to be uniformly spaced. 

The routines which follow are in C++-language, and were adopted from Chap¬ 
ter 3 of "Numerical Recipes In C" [Pre-l]. Some changes of notation were made. 
The routines use Neville type algorithms to perform the numerical computations. 
The theory of the method is given in [Pre-l]. 

A header file "util.h" is used to define vectors and error handling. Vectors 
are floating point in the routines; modified declarations, indicated in the header 
file can be made, to employ double precision. To do that, vectors in the given 
interpolation routines are replaced by double precision vectors. 
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//*******  Header file util.h ********** 

include <stdio.h> 
include <math.h.> 
include <malloc.li> //Needed for some compilers. 

void runerror (error_text); 
char error text[];  //Standard error handler. 

{ 
void exit() ; 
fprintf (stderr,   R\in-time Error!   \n") ; 
fprintf (stderr,   %s\n,,   ,   error_text)   ; 
fprintf (stderr,   "Now Exiting To  System!   \n") 
exit(l)    ; 

} 
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float *vector(nl#nh); //Allocate float vector, range [nl...nh] 
int  nl, nh; 

{ 
float *v ; 

v=(float *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+1)*sizeof(float)) ; 
if (!v) runerror(Allocation failure in vector()") ; 
return v-nl  ; 

> 

double *dvector(nl,nh) //Allocate vector, range [nl..nh] 
int  nl, nh ; 

{ 
double *v ; 

v= (double *)inalloc( (imsigned) (nh-nl+1) *sizeof (float)) ; 
if  (!v)  runerror (Allocation failure in vector O")   ; 
return v-nl  ; 

} 

void free_vector (v,nl,nh) 
float   *v     ; 
int     nl, nh  ; 

// Frees a float vector allocated by vector(). 

{ 
free((char*) (v+nl)) ; 

} 

void free_dvector(v,nl,nh) 
double *v    ; 
int   nl, nh ; 

// Frees vector allocated by vector(). 

{ 
free((char*) (v+nl)) ; 

} 
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//*********** Polynomial interpolation routine polyintO  ********** 

// Given arrays ti j [1] , , ti j [N] and di j [1] , , dij [N] and 
// time t this routine returns a value dist and error estimate 
// erest_d. If P(t) is the polynomial of degree N-l  such that 
// P(tij[n]) = di j [N] for (n=l, ... , N), then the returned 
// value for P(t) = dist. 

#include <util.h> 

void   polyint(tij, dij, N, t, dist, erest_d) ; 
float  tij [] , dij [] , t, *dist, *erest_d ; 
int     N ; 

{ 
int i, m, ns=l; 
float den, dif, dift, ho, hp, w ; 
float *c, *d, *vector() ; 
void nmerrorO, free_yector () ; 

dif = fabs(t-tij[1]) ; 
c = vector(1,N) ; 
d = vector(1,N)      ; 

for  (i=l ; i<=N ; i++) { 
// Find index ns for closest table entry. 

if   ((dift=fabs(dist-dij[i] ))   <  dif   )      { 
ns=i ; 
dif=dift   ; 

} 
c[i3=tij[i3   ;       //Initialize c[],   d[]   lists. 
d[i]=dij[i3    ; 

} 

*dist=dij [ns--] ;  //Initial approximation to dist. 

// For each list column, loop over the 
// current c's and d's, and update them. 
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for   (m=l;   m<N;  m++)   { 
for   (i=l;   i<=N-m;   i++)   { 
ho=tij Ci]-t       ; 
l^)=tij [i+m] -t   ; 
w=c[i+l]-d[i]   ; 
if   ((den=ho-hp)==0.0)   runerror ("Error in POLYINT routine."); 

// This occurs only if  two dij []   coincide. 
dens=w/den ; 
d[i]=hp*den       ;     //Update c's and d's 
c[i3=ho*den       ; 

} 
*dist += (*erest_d=(2*ns < (N-m) ? c[ns+13 : d[ns--3)); 

free_vector(d, 1, N)  ; 
free vector(cr 1, N)  ; 
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jj******  Rational fmiction routine ratintpO  ******** 

#include <math.h> 

#define TINY 1.0e-25 
#define FREERETDRN  {free_vector(d,l,N) ; freevector(c,l,N) ; return}; 

void   ratintp(tij, dij, N, t, dist, erestd) ; 
float  tij [], dij [], t , *dist, *erest_d ; 
int     N ; 

// Given arrays  tij [13, / tij [N3 and dij [13 , — ,   dij [N3 €uid 
// time t this routine returns a value dist and error estimate 
// erest_d.  The value returned is that of the diagonal rational 
// function evaluated at t which passes through the points 
// (tij [m3 , dij[m3)/ m=l...N. 

{ 
int   m, i, ns=l ; 
float w, tt, lih, h, dd, *c, *d *vector() ; 
void  runerror(), free_vector() ; 

c=vector(l, N) ; 
d=vector(l, N) ; 
hh=fabs(t-tij[13) ; 
for  (i=l, i<=N; i++)  { 

h=fabs(t-tij[i3) ; 
if  (h « 0.0)  { 

*dist=dij[i3 ; 
*erest_d=0.0 ; 
FREERETORN 

}  else if (h < hh)  { 
ns=I ; 
hh=h ; 

} 
c[i3=dij[i3   ; 
d[i3=dij[i3+TINY  ;     //Increment needed to avoid 0/0. 
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*dist=dij [ns--3   ; 

for     (m=i;  m<N;  m++)      { 
w=c[i+13-d[i3   ; 
h=tij[i+m3-t     ; 
tt=(tij [i3-t)*d[i3/h  ; 
dd=tt-c[i+13   ; 

if     (dd K  0.0)   runerr("Error in routine RATINTP")   ; 
// Announces pole at requested value of  t. 

dd=w/dd   ; 
d[i3=c[i+13*dd   ; 
c[i3=tt*dd  ; 

} 
*dist += ((*erest_d=(2*ns < (N-m) ? c[ns+13 : d[ns--3)) 

} 
FREERETURN 
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Appendix F.   Symbol List 

t Time variable 

p Target or rangefinder fiducial reference point 

T(P;t) Displacement of P from ground frame origin 

P(t) General reference to location of fiducial 
point P as a function of time 

Tj Fiducial reference point of retrotarget "T," 

Si Scan reference point of rangefinder ZYi 

EL(t), AZ(t) Generic elevation, azimuth, at time t 

ELencit), AZ^t) Encoder readout angle output at time t 

ELcom(t), AZ^it) Commanded encoder angles for time t 

X{P;t),Y{P;t),Z(P;t) Ground frame coordinates of P at time t 

Xrg(P),YTg(P),ZT!,(P) Geometric reflector frame coordinates of P 

Xr(P;EL),Yr(P;EL), Reflector frame coordinates of P computed 
MP, EL) from Finite Element Model 
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r ij\Si>Tj'iUj) Displacement of Tj from Si at time ty 

dij(Si,Tj;tij) Distance from Si to Tj at time ty 

dij(AZ,EL) Distance, Si to Tj, computed from 
current coordinate data and the 
Finite Element Model 

(D)j Depth of target prism . 

(Pch Target prism range correction constant. 

m Rangefinder comparison prism depth 

rnij (= m) Scan sample index for range pair S^ Tj 

tUrmj) Mid-scan time for scan ray of pair Si, Tj 

hij   =   Atcyt Cycle period of scans to pair Si, Tj 

AU Individual scan integration time 

[#13(t)] Coordinate transform rotation matrix, 
= {RU(AZ(t),EL(t)\ elevation frame to ground frame. 

[T13(t)] Translation column matrix from 
elevation to ground frame 
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■Ajnod Laser modulation wavelength. Amoa = c/fja^ 

V Group refractive index of air at 780nm 

Mi ^K ^(AZ,EL) + |PCi + (£>cmm)i\ 

"" \                     (A^/2)                     / 

f(t) Smooth real function of time 

h Interpolation interval 

t0 Initial time for scan scenario 

s Interpolating factor, s = (t — tP)/h 

fm(t) fm(t) = f(t° + mh)       (=/m) 

6 Central difference operator 

8fm = ^m 6fm = f(t0 + mh + /i/2) - /(t0 + ra/i - /i/2) 

% ^m = ^m+l/2 - ^m-1/2 

f>l/2 Sm = f(t« + h)-m=f1-f0 

« ^0 =::: ^1/2 — £-1/2 = /l — 2/o + /-I 
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dq* Distance of a cube prism's 
reference point to its face plane 

Tg One-way propagation time of laser 
signal through glass target prism 

d(t) One-way propagation distance from 
rangefinder scan point to cube prism 
reference point, corresponding to signal 
received at time t. 

do Distance between rangefinder and 
target reference points at mid-time of 
rangefinder scan. 

VQ Radial velocity component of target 
reference point away from rangefinder 
scan point at mid-time of scan. 

OQ Radial acceleration component of target 
reference point away from rangefinder 
scan point at mid-time of scan. 

(A$)ij Reduced phase shift of down-converted 
received range signal. 

(A*)* Reduced phase shift of down-converted 
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[(A^yleiectr Measured electronic phase, between 
rangefinder ZYi and retroreflector 
target Tj. 

[(A$)ii]electr Measured electronic phase, along 
cahbration reference path of 
rangefinder ZYi - 

\J-^cmtn)i Optical path length residue in 

units of ( —— J , for calibration 

reference path of rangefinder 
ZYi i determined during 
laboratory calibration of the 
rangefinder. 

la Phase jump integer (0 or 1) 
for calibration reference path 
of rangefinder ZYi • 

lii =Int n           V (Lspji       Vglass ' (D)i 
^       (Kn/2)    [     (Am/2) 

• 

^ Phase jump integer (0 or 1) for 
ranging between ZYi and retroreflector 
target Tj.  (Almost always zero). 

(Dsm)? Depth of scan-mirror retroreflector 
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Appendix G.   Comments On The Acceleration Correction, 

Cycle Slip, And Sign Of The Electronic Phase. 

Measured range distance, referenced to the center time, £0, of the range inte- 
,   n    AU       «    AU 

gration time interval ir > tu + —- requires a correction to take account 

of the second time derivative of slant range between rangefinder scan point Si 
and target reference point Tj, during the integration time. Under expected scan 
conditions this derivative can be considered constant during a target scan. Here 
we discuss the magnitude of the correction. 

(-ao) • (A£t)2 

The distance to be added to correct measured range is:    — , 
24 

d2 

where OQ = — (dy (AZ, EL) )ts=1p. 

We tabulate this correction for several values of ao and  AU: 

mm 
16       32      64        128        256 AU  (millisecond) 

(sec)2 

200 -2.1 -8.5 -34.1 -136.5 -546.1 
100 -1.1 -4.3 -17.1 -68.3 -273.1 
50 -1.3 -8.5 -34.1 -136.5 Distance correction 
25 -0.7 -4.3 -17.1 -68.3 (micro-meters) 

There are several details to note, concerning this correction. Quantity OQ is 
not the acceleration component obtained by projecting the relative acceleration 
of Tj with respect to Si onto the fine joining these points. It is computed from 
the range distance function dij(AZ, EL) using an available model of the telescope 
geometry, together with the scheduled first and second time derivatives of the 
telescope azimuth and elevation angles. 



A simple example illustrates this. Suppose the telescope to be fixed in eleva- 
dAZ „     . , 

tion and rotating in azimuth at a rate = 11 AZ • Consider a target point near 
dt 

the center of the main reflector surface, located above the pintle bearing. Suppose 
a feed arm rangefinder scan point is located at a distance R ciSO meters from the 
pintle bearing. The relative radial acceleration of these points is R • (Hxz)2- But 
their range rate and its time derivative are obviously both zero! In general, the 
range rate derivative term ao is negligible when ranging from a feed arm laser 
to a surface reflector or a rim prism.   It is not intuitively clear whether this is 
also the case more generally, for example when ranging from the feed arm to a 
ground benchmark target or from a ground ranger to a rim target ball.  Let us 
next examine such a situation. 

Suppose that a feed arm ranger aims to a ground benchmark retroreflector 
target, while the telescope rotates in azimuth. As a crude model, we assume the 
rangefinder scan point Si is at a constant height Sz = 90 meters above the alidade 
track and has ground coordinates Sx = R • COS(Q,AZ • t), 
Sy = R • sm(flAZ ' t).  Assume that the target reference point 7} has ground 
coordinates Tx = 120 meter, Ty = 0 meter. 

The range between scan and target points swings periodically between a min¬ 
imum distance 

(rfti)min = \/902 + 02 4- (120 — 50)2 meters a. 114 meters and maximum distance 

(dy )max = ^/902 + 02 + (120 + 50)2 meters ~ 192 meters. 

The range distance in meters versus time is approximately simple harmonic 
motion: 

d^(t) ~ (192t114) + (192"114) • cos(aAZ . t) = 153 + 39 - cosplxz • t) , 

with amphtude 39 meters, frequency ——, and max 
27r 

^(dij) 

dt2 
™ /^    \9 meters 

~39.(nAZ)2^ 
sec2 



The fastest azimuth slew occurs during fast mapping scans, with azimuth rate 
TT 

£lAZ = 40 degrees/minute = —- radians/second.  For the feed arm scan point 

and benchmark reflector under discussion we get, for fast azimuth slewing, 

maximum |ao| = maximum 
d2(dij) 

dt2 
T.~«.~«   / ^ \o mm       „ ^^mm 

as 39000 . (-—)2 —- = 5.28—r v270/   sec2 sec2 

If we assume the same fast slew in elevation, occurring simultaneously, we get 

for the compound motion, maximum |ao| = 5.2Sy/2—r.  For dynamic scans, we 
sec2 

will always use AU < 0.064 second. This gives 

max l^)' ^   t;    < 1.27 pmeter. 
24 - ^ 

This leads us to conclude that the acceleration correction term can be ignored, 
under any expected telescope operating conditions! 

We now address the question of electronic phase cycle slip during a dynamical 
scan. We again assume the worst case of simultaneous azimuth and elevation slew 
of 40 degrees/minute. The maximum range rate between our ranger and bench¬ 
mark target points occurs when the rangefinder and target are about 1/4 rotation 
apart in azimuth. The maximum range rate will be 

max 
d(dij) 

dt 
nn n   , TT . mm       .^ ^mm 

^ 39000 • (—-)  = 453.8  v270/ sec sec 

For a scan lasting AU = 0.064 second this allows a possible range increment 
as large as 29 mm during the scan, in the worst case. The probabifity of a cycle 
slip is not small for so great a range increment. 

This suggests that a range determination should consist of repeated short 
integration time illuminations, of length a few milliseconds, during dynamical 
feed-arm-to ground or ground-to-feed-arm scans. That is, one does range trajec¬ 
tory tracking of repeated short individual scans. That procedure will increase the 
electronic phase noise of the individual scans, while providing more range scan 
trajectory points. For such a multiple-short-scan time-series scenario one can do 
a moving digital average of the raw range path electronic phase, and increment 

the modular range distance A/Jj « I    "^   J  by — ( —— j whenever a phase jump 



near (—2TT) occurs along a gradually increasing phase trajectory (Fig. 9a). One 
subsequently computes the range distances and interpolates ranges to the center 
time of this set of scans. In similar manner, whenever a phase jump near (+27r) 
radians occurs along a gradually decreasing phase trajectory (Fig. 9b), one incre¬ 

ments the modular range distance by I —^— j. 

We note that in all of the discussions the range path phase was postulated to 
be a phase delay which decreases with increasing range path. We assumed that 
the instrumental phase, that is the electronic phase generated by the rangefinder 
was also decreasing with increasing range path. 



Appendix H. Signal Processing. 

In order to compare the phase of the down-converted round trip range path 
signal to that of the intermediate frequency reference signal, one digitally samples 
the range path signal n times each cycle, where n is equal to 2 raised to a 
positive-integer power. The IF reference signal is, at frequency fjF is obtained 
from a signal at frequency n • fiF by frequency division. The digital sampling 
is thereby done uniformly n times for each IF cycle. At present fiF — 1000 Hz 
and n = 64. The range path signal is sampled for a total of m cycles, where ra 
is an even integer, to provide a total of m • n samples. 

Let j be an integer used to index the range path signal samples. Let $,- be 
the voltage amplitude of the j'th sample. One computes the electronic phase in 
the following manner. One first computes the following sums over ra.n terms. 

m'n~~1 27r • i 
(H.01)        A =    £ 5j • cos(^i) , 

j=o n 

(H.02)        B =    Y, sr sin(^-^) . 
j=o n 

One then computes the estimated range path signal first harmonic signal am¬ 
plitude 

(H.03)        Ampl =  ( ) « s/A2 4- B2   and the electronic phase 
Vra • nj 

(H.04) ^^ =   ATAN2 (^   ,       (0 < $electr < 2K). 

The integration time is then AU = ra • I —— j and the sampling time is 

\n. fIF) 



Let us suppose that the intermediate frequency reference signal is 

(H.05) EIF(t) = cos (27r. fIF • t) , 

and the range path return signal is 

(H.06)    jEjto^t) = cos (27r).| fIF.t + D% + fv.(t- t0) 4- (jj^) ' (* - t0)2} - 

where fv = —  and Z)y is a range residual in units of Am/2    (0 < Dy < 1). 

Let t(j) be the time of acquisition of signal sample Sj . 

The signal is sampled from time t = t0 —-  to time t = t0  . 

We then have: 

(H.07)       t0 = 0)=t<.-(^), 

171        \      .      I J (H.08)       tQ)  = t0 -    -^r-    4- 
2-//F7      Vn*/ /F 

(H.09)       ^.^-^(^-(-L-). 
1 

In general, we can assume that  t0 is an integer multiple, /, of —— so that 
fiF 

cos (t? + (27r • fIF -10)) = cos(^ + (27r • /) ) = cos0. 

We also note that 

771 
cos (d - (27r • —)) = cos(^). 

The sampled range path signal values are: 

(H.10)        Sj  = £„„„( % = t0 - -2- + -^r- ) . 
I - j[F      n. jiF 



We also have, 

(,m,    «,,-,_ (£).(!-=). 
Substituting, the sampled signal values are then 

'A'--(i-?M'+£V'* 
W-f?F)'\n      2) 

(H.12) Sj = cos (2n) 

\ 

\ 

which gives, using the periodicity properties above, 

/ 

(H.13) Sj = cos (2K) - 

\ 

(i)(i+fe)-?te),^« \ 

I 

The signal samples Sj appearing in equation (H.13) may be substituted into 
equations (H.01), (H.03), (H.04) and the electronic phase shift calculated numer¬ 
ically, for assumed values of the normalized range rate fv and the second time 
derivative of range OQ at the mid-scan time tQ. 

The maximum range rate and range acceleration magnitudes expected during 
GBT operation are VQ ~ 45 cm/sec and Oo ^ 0.75 cm/sec2. For A™ c^ 10 cm and 

fIF = 1000 Hz, we get \fv\ < 4.5 Hz , 
fv 
'IF 

< 0.0045, 
TJ-Oo 

vm * J ip ffi 
< 7.5 x lO"8. 

Numerical computations were run, using the commercially available code "MATH- 
CAD". The effects of varying the parameters: Dy , /„, OQ, AU on the value of 
the electronic phase ^eiectr were investigated. 

The following results were obtained, when the range derivatives were within 
the bounds given above. 



1. For a stationary telescope (VQ, OQ, fv = 0), the formulas (H.01), (H.02), (H.04) 
accurately give 

(H.14) 1 + (^) • Sefectr   = D?- . (0 <   $electr   < 27r) 

2. For a constant range rate (OQ = 0), formulas (H.01), (H.02), (H.04) give 

(H.15)        1 + (^) • $electr   4   AXHT 4" 6 =  D?- 

where Dcorr is a small correction which is independent of integration time 

and    \6\ < 2 x lO"6. 

3. The correction term may be expressed as 

(H.16)        D„   = (7-^7-) • -in^ • 0%) +V3 • (-£-)2 • (1 - ^(4^ • fl^)). 
47r • ///? //F 

The remaining range residual error, after making the correction (H.16), is less 
than 0.2 /xm. 

4. For the case fv = 0, OQ ^ 0, 

^dectr (H.17) 1- 
27r ^^^^r)^-- 



CALCULATION OF PHASE SHIFT FOR RANGEFINDER: 

Assume n (=64)   = samples per cycle, 
m = number of cycles In integration time, 
f = IF frequency in Hz ( = 1000 Hz), 
fv = range rate frequency in Hz ( = 4.5 for fast scan), 
g = fv / f (= 0.0045 for fast scan), 
j= sample index (from 0 through m.n-1), 

Delta Ti = integration time = m /f (m=32 <=> 32 milliseconds for f = 1000 Hz), 
A = cosine-weighted sample sum, 
B = sine-weighted sample sum, 
D = Range residual distance  (0 < D < 1), 

PHI= Computed Phase (0 < PHI < 360 Degrees). 

D:=0.025,0.050.. 0.975 

n:=64 

g:=0.0 

ni:=32 

jmax :=m-n- 1 

j :=0,1..jmax 

C(j) :=cos(2n-i 

S(j) :=sm\2n±- 

Sig(j) -cos (2«) ^(l-HgHD-m-S 

[Omit range acceleration terms] 

A(D) :=2(0^)(J^Jmax)C(j).siga) 

j 

B(D) :=^](0<j)-a^jmax)S(j).Sig(j) 

j 

PHI(D) :=|^?^V«fiWA(D)iB(D)) 

[Arc-tangent function of B(D)/A(D), 
converted to degrees.] 

This run is a computation for a stationary telescope. The range rate 
and its time derivative are both assumed to be zero. 

To make interpretation of the results more transparent, 
radian quantities have been converted to degrees. 



Results for a stationary telescope: 

PHI(D) 
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CALCULATION OF PHASE SHIFT FOR RANGEFINDER: 

Assume n(s=64) = samples per cycle, 
m = number of cycles in integration time, 
f = IF frequency in Hz (= 1000 Hz), (IF frequency) 
fv = range rate frequency in Hz ( = 4.5 for fast scan), 
g = fv / f (= 0.0045 for fast scan), 
j = sample index (from 0 through m.n-1), 

Delta Ti = integration time = m / f (m=16 <=> 16 milliseconds for f = 1000 Hz), 
A = cosine-weighted sample sum, 
B= sine-weighted sample sum, 
D = Range residual distance (0 <= D < 1), 

PHI= Computed Phase (0< PHI <    360 Degrees). 

D:=0.025,0.050.. 0.975 

n:=64 

g . = 0.0045 

m:=16 

jmax :=m-n- 1 

j : = 0,1..jmax 

C(j) :=cosj2ni 
n, 

S(j) :=sin(2-7i^ 

Sig(j) -cos (2n) 

[Omit range acceleration terms] 

i.(l + g)4-D-m^ 
n 2 

A(D) :=^](0<j)a^max)CG)-SigG) 

j 

B(D) :=^](0<j)-0*<Jmax)S(j).Sig(j) 

J 
[Arc-tangent function of B(D)/A(D), 

ylfin ft\ converted to degrees.] 
PHI(D) :=(i^q-angle(A(D),B(D)) 

RangeEiT(D) :=(360-D- (360- PHI(D)))-j— 
1360/ 

Range path phase, PHI(D), is computed above for the case of a non-zero range rate. 
Range error is calculated assuming that the modular complement, 1-D, of the mid-scan 
modular range residual D is directly proportional to range path phase, and one cycle, 
corresponds to the 10 cm modulation half-wavelength. The range error in micro-meters 
is given by the variable: RangeErr(D)I above. 



360-PHI(D) 

8.9598495 

17.9223732 

26.8912209 
35.869437 

44.8591644 
53.8614307 

62.8760392 

71.901579 
80.9355549 
89.9746307 

99.0149591 
108.052567 

117.0837543 

126.1054634 

135.1155798 

144.1131358 

153.0983956 

162.0728208 

171.0389197 

180 
188.9598495 

197.9223732 

206.8912209 
215.869437 

224.8591644 
233.8614307 

242.8760392 
251.901579 

260.9355549 

269.9746307 

279.0149591 

288.052567 

297.0837543 

306.1054634 

315.1155798 
324.1131358 

333.0983956 

342.0728208 
351.0389197 

D-360 

18 
27 
36 
45 
54 
63 
72 
81 
90 
99 
108 
117 
126 
135 
144 
153 
162 
171 
180 
189 
198 
207 
216 
225 
234 
243 
252 
261 
270 
279 
288 
297 
306 
315 
324 
333 
342 
351 

360D-(360-PHI(D)) 

0.0401505 

0.0776268 

0.1087791 

0.130563 

0.1408356 

0.1385693 
0.1239608 
0.098421 

0.0644451 

0.0253693 
0.0149591 

-0.052567 

-0.0837543 

-0.1054634 

-0.1155798 

0.1131358 

-0.0983956 

0.0728208 
-0.0389197 

5.6843419-10 -14 

0.0401505 

0.0776268 

0.1087791 
0.130563 
0.1408356 
0.1385693 

0.1239608 
0.098421 

0.0644451 

0.0253693 

-0.0149591 

-0.052567 

0.0837543 

-0.1054634 

-0.1155798 
-0.1131358 

-0.0983956 

-0.0728208 

0.0389197 



Range Error (micro-meter) Versus Modular Range Residual 

For 45 cm/sec Range Rate, With 1000 Hz IF Frequency. 

100 

RangeEn(D)      0 - 

-100 



CALCULATION OF PHASE SHIFT FOR RANGEFINDER: 

Assume n (=64) = samples per cyde, 
m = number of cycles in integration time, 
f = IF requency in Hz ( = 1000 Hz), 

fv = range rate frequency in Hz (= 4.5 for fast scan), 
g = fv / f (= 0.0045 for fast scan), 
j= sample index (from 0 through m.n-1), 

Delta Ti = integration time = m / f (m=32 <=> 32 milliseconds for f = 1000 Hz), 
A= cosine-weighted sample sum, 
B= sine-weighted sample sum, 
D = Range residual distance ( 0 < D < 1), 

PHI= Computed Phase (0< PHI < 360 Degrees). 

D:=0.025,0.050 ..0.975 

n:=64 

g :=0.0045 

m:=32 

jmax :=m-n- 1 

j :=0,l..jmax 

C(j) :=cos[2-*-i] 

S(j) :=sinf2-«-i 

Sig(j) :=cos (2*) i)-(l-hg) + D-m^ 

A(D) :=^](0<j)-a^jmax) C(j).Sig(j) 

J 

B(D) :=^](0<j)-G^max)-S(j)-Sig(j) 

PHI(D) :=|i?15Vangle(A(D),B(D)) 

Define a correction parameter: Dcorr(D). 

Dcorr(D) : = -^-sin(4jiD)-l- \g-4v<l - cos(4-nD)) 
4-ii 



360-PHI(D) 

8.9598495 

17.9223732 

26.8912209 

35.869437 

44.8591644 
53.8614307 
62.8760392 

71.901579 

80.9355549 
89.9746307 
99.0149591 

108.052567 

117.0837543 
126.1054634 

135.1155798 

144.1131358 

153.0983956 

162.0728208 

171.0389197 
180 

188.9598495 

197.9223732 
206.8912209 
215.869437 

224.8591644 
233.8614307 

242.8760392 

251.901579 

260.9355549 

269.9746307 

279.0149591 
288.052567 

297.0837543 
306.1054634 

315.1155798 
324.1131358 

333.0983956 

342.0728208 

351.0389197 

D-360 

18 
27 
36 
45 
54 
63 
72 
81 
90 
99 
108 
117 
126 
135 
144 
153 
162 
171 
180 
189 
198 
207 
216 
225 
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252 
261 
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288 
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324 
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351 

(360 - PHI(D)) -h 360 Dcoir(D) 

9.0003045 

18.0005593 

27.0007206 

36.0007678 

45.0007066 
54.0005651 
63.0003825 

72.0001954 

81.0000273 
89.999884 

98.9997573 

107.9996342 

116.9995079 
125.9993859 
134.999291 

143.9992546 

152.9993057 

161.9994577 

170.9997006 
180 

189.0003045 

198.0005593 
207.0007206 
216.0007678 

225.0007066 
234.0005651 

243.0003825 

252.0001954 

261.0000273 
269.999884 

278.9997573 

287.9996342 

296.9995079 
305.9993859 
314.999291 

323.9992546 

332.9993057 

341.9994577 

350.9997006 



Define: 

8Residual(D) :=D - (1 - PHI(P) + Dcorr(D)J 

Range Error In Micro-Meters Versus Range Residual, D 

(l05)-5RcsiduaKD) 

1 1 1                           1 1             \ 

0.8 - - 

0.6 - - 

0.4 - - 

0.2 - /~Y 
0 

- /      - 

-0.2 
-^-/ 

- 

-0.4 - - 

-0.6 - - 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

D 

0.8 





CALCULATION OF PHASE SHIFT FOR RANGEFINDER: 

Assume n (=64) = samples per cycle, 
m = number of cycles in integration time, 
f = IF frequency in Hz ( = 1000 Hz), 
fv 8= range rate frequency in Hz ( = 4.5 for fast scan), 
g = fv / f (= 0.0045 for fast scan), 
j= sample index (from 0 through m.n-1). 

Delta Ti = integration time = m / f (m=32 <=> 32 milliseconds for f = 1000 Hz), 
A- cosine-weighted sample sum, 
B= sine-weighted sample sum, 
D = Range residual distance ( 0 < D < 1) , 

PHI= Computed Phase (0< PHI< 360 Degrees), 
ao = second time derivative of range at mid-scan (cm/sec*sec) 
nu = group index of air at 780 micro-meters wavelength 
lam =  modulation wavelength (cm) 

X:=10.0 ii:=1.0 ao:=0.75 f:= 1000.0 

D:=0.025,0.050.. 0.975 
. _ £. The term "' ace" below is the analytic 

estimate for range residual shift due 
g:=0.0000 to the second time derivative of range: 

m:=32 , TI h:=ao—— 
jmax :=m-n- 1 Xv 

j =0,1. .jmax h = 7.5-10^ 

C(j) :=cos[2-fli) acc:=(2-h)-(—l(m)2 

S(j) :=sm 2-ii-- 

-I 
■i) 

24 

ace =6.4* 10 

Sig(j):=cos|(2x)-|(i-)-(l-i-g) + D-m-i-hh-|i-- 

A(D) :=J](0<j)-a^max)-C(j).Sig(j) 
j 

B(D) :=J](0<j)-a<jmax) Sa)-Siga) 

PHI(D) -l-^^V81^^^0).^0)) 

The phase computation algorithm above includes both range rate and acceleration 
terms. The present run is performed assuming non-zero acceleration, but zero 
range rate at mid-scan. The result is compared to that expected for the analytic 
approximation which computes phase using the mean range shift due to 
acceleration averaged over the scan. 



360-PHI(D) 

9.0023037 
18.0023037 

27.0023038 

36.0023039 

45.002304 

54.0023041 
63.0023042 
72.0023043 

81.0023043 
90.0023043 

99.0023043 
108.0023043 

117.0023042 

126.0023041 
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(D + ace) 360 
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297.002304 

306.002304 

315.002304 
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342.002304 

351.002304 



Define: 

5Residual(D ) :=D +- ace - 1- 
PH1(D) 

360 

2 
'                             ' i.l 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

106.«Rcsidual(D)     0 

L - 

- - 

-0.5 - - 

-1 - - 

-1.5 - - 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

D 

0.8 1 





Appendix I.   Range Scan Programs. 

In this appendix we suggest a method to define and generate the scenarios 
demanded of the GBT rangefinder metrology system. 

In each case, a measurement problem is defined. The measurements needed 
to solve that problem are defined, together with procedures for implementing the 
measurements. Correction, reduction, adjustment and analysis procedures for 
processing the measured range data are outlined. 

To define a measurement program, in general, we carry out the following steps: 

1. Define the measurement problem. 

2. Define the required calibration and refractometer scans. 

3. Define and fist the sets of rangefinders and targets to be employed. 

4. Define the sequence of rangefinder measurement scans and calibration scans. 

5. Define the required telescope input signals. These might be, e.g.: commanded 
azimuth encoder, commanded elevation encoder, conunanded Stewart plat¬ 
form position state vectors, scan program clock starting time. 

6. Select scan integration times: AU   for ordinary range scans,   (Atf)re/r for 
refractometer range scans,  (Ati)comp for rangefinder calibration scans. 

7. Define the method of selecting the scan program start time, t0. 

8. Inner and outer scan loop cycle periods, Atcyt and A^ , are selected, with 
their scan number multiplicities, 1 -f (rrimax)^- and 1 + p max . 

9. Select a mid-scan time, t™ , for each pair {Rangefinder ZY*, Target T^-}. 

10. Select a mid-scan time, (^)re/r j for each refractometer range scan. 

11. Select a mid-scan time, (t^comp , for each rangefinder range scan. 

12. Provide allotted inter-scan time intervals for rangefinder aiming and motion 
drive Atmd , and handshaking Aths to notify scan readiness and acknowledge 
permission for start of illumination. 



13. Define algorithms and data handling for of line-of -sight visibility computa¬ 
tions for each scan. 

14. Define the data handling for updating the scan sequence list, to eliminate 
range pairs without line-of-sight visibility. 

15. Provide algorithms for computing local rangefinder counts to aim each scan. 

16. Define command instructions for performing the scans. 

17. Define all scan program option switch settings. 

18. Define the data logging protocols. 

19. Provide algorithms and data handling for computations of relative radial 
velocity of rangefinder and target. 

20. Specify all corrections to the range data, for the program. These include 
corrections for: refraction (as determined e.g. from multiple refractometer 
range measurements), calibration reference path, prism correction constant 
and depth, illumination incidence angle on target retroreflector, relative 
radial velocity of rangefinder and target. 

21. Provide algorithms for reduction of range data. 

22. Define needed range interpolations and extrapolations. 

23. Provide command instructions and codes for performing range interpolations 
and extrapolations. 

24. Define any required range adjustments, trilaterations, extrapolated or inter¬ 
polated trilaterations, and coordinate determinations. 

25. Specify data logging protocols for adjusted ranges and coordinates. 

26. Calculate main reflector surface point coordinate from adjusted surface 
reflector coordinates, in surface measurement programs. 

27. Specify command instructions for distribution of analyzed and processed 
measurement data. 



Middle of scan event Is at times   t « t0 + m*Atscanrep (m35 0,1 mmAY), 'max 

Individual laser scan Interval on target   = At|ntegratlon 
for each scan event. 

Figure 1.    Dynamic Range Measurement For A   Scan-Point/Target   Pair 
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Figure 2    Dynamic Range Measurement For A Scan-Polnt/Retrosphere Pair 
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Figure 3. The Dynamical Position Computation Problem For Ground Ranging. 
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Figure 4.  Dynamic Range Scan Scheduling. 
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Figure 6.    Rangefinder-To-Rangeflnder Range Measurement 

At Oblique Incidence 
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Range distance decreases with increasing phase1 
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Figure 9a.    Change Of Modular Range Integer 
To Account For Phase Cycle Slip Downwards. 



Range distance increases with decreasing phase8 
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